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Practical Malware Analysis: The Hands-On Guide to Dissecting Malicious SoftwareNo Starch Press, 2012

	The phone rings, and the networking guys tell you that you’ve been hacked and that your customers’ sensitive information is being stolen from your network. You begin your investigation by checking your logs to identify the hosts involved. You scan the hosts with antivirus software to find the malicious program, and catch a lucky...
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California and the Fictions of Capital (Commonwealth Center Studies in the History of American Culture)Oxford University Press, 1998

	Between the frequently recounted events of the Gold Rush and the Great Depression stretches a period of California history that is equally crucial but less often acknowledged. In his fresh, synthetic consideration of these in-between years, George L. Henderson points specifically to the take-off of California's rural juggernaut between...
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Complex Anorectal DisordersSpringer, 2005

	A large cross-section of the world’s great and good in colorectal

	surgery have been enticed, inveigled, I suspect at times brow-beaten, to

	produce this tour de force. The editors, themselves famous for their own

	extensive contributions in this area, must be congratulated for their fine

	achievements.
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Unlocking Creativity: How to Solve Any Problem and Make the Best Decisions by Shifting Creative MindsetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Tear down the obstacles to creative innovation in your organization

	
		Unlocking Creativity is an exploration of the creative process and how organizations can clear the way for innovation. In many organizations, creative individuals face stubborn resistance to new ideas. Managers and executives oftentimes...
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Euthanasia, Abortion, Death Penalty and Religion - The Right to Life and its Limitations: International Empirical Research (Religion and Human Rights, 4)Springer, 2018

	
		This book considers how the termination of life might be accepted in the view of a general obligation to protect life. It features more than 10 papers written by scholars from 14 countries that offer international comparative empirical research. Inside, readers will find case studies from such areas as: India, Chile, Germany, Italy,...
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Investigating Computer-Related CrimeCRC Press, 1999
Written by an experienced information security specialist, Investigating Computer-Related Crime is tailored to the needs of corporate information professionals and investigators. It gives a step-by-step approach to understanding and investigating security problems, and offers the technical information, legal information, and computer forensic...
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Oracle Incident Response and Forensics: Preparing for and Responding to Data BreachesApress, 2017

	
		Take the right steps when a breach of your Oracle Database environment becomes known or suspected. You will learn techniques for discerning how an attacker got in, what data they saw, and what else they might have done. 
	


	
		This book helps you understand forensics in relation to Oracle Database, and the tools and...
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Common Statistical Methods for Clinical Research with SAS Examples, Third EditionSAS Institute, 2010

	Aristotle, one of mankind’s greatest thinkers, rooted his basis of human understanding in the notion that universal phenomena can be explained through perception and rationalization. As such, Aristotle conjectured that a 10-pound object should fall through the air 10 times faster than a similar 1-pound object. This, and other intuitive...
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Fire Protection Engineering Applications for Large Transportation Systems in ChinaSpringer, 2020

	The rapid development of China’s transportation system brings huge challenges to fire safety issues. Fire Protection Engineering Applications for Large Transportation Systems in Chinaanalyzes key fire issues for large transportation systems in rail, airport, tunnels, etc. and offers solutions and best practices for similar...
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Handbook of Chemical and Biological Warfare AgentsCRC Press, 1999
With terrorist groups expanding their weapons of destruction beyond bombs and bullets, chemical and biological warfare agents aren't merely limited to the battlefield anymore. In some cases, they are now being used on a new front: major metropolitan cities. And in the Handbook of Chemical and Biological Warfare Agents, emergency response...
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The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements, Books 1 and 2Dover Publications, 1956
Volume 1 of 3-volume set containing complete English text of all 13 books of the Elements plus critical apparatus analyzing each definition, postulate, and proposition in great detail. Covers textual and linguistic matters; mathematical analyses of Euclid's ideas; commentators; refutations, supports, extrapolations, reinterpretations and...
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Electronic Correlation Mapping: From Finite to Extended SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An up-to-date selection of applications of correlation spectroscopy, in particular as far as the mapping of properties of correlated many-body systems is concerned. 
    The book starts with a qualitative analysis of the outcome of the two-particle correlation spectroscopy of localized and delocalized electronic systems as they occur in atoms...
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